
MATERIAL, HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SHEET

Environmentally Safe Products, Inc.
313 West Golden Lane
New Oxford, PA 17350
1-717-624-3581

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION
Any and all products including but not limited to: Low-E, Econo-E, Micro-E, 
HouseWrap, Attic Blanket, Class A, & Slabshield Manufactured by 
Environmentally Safe Products, Inc,.

Other Product Identifiers: Code #’s
Contact for further information: Thomas M. Miller

CHEMICAL & PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Color: Aluminum, White
Physical State: Solid
Boiling Point: N/A
Freezing Point: N/A
Vapor Density: Not Volatile

0Melt Point (foam); 98 -106 C
Product Type: Foil / Polyethylene foam / Polyethylene film
Odor: None
Specific Gravity (foam); 0.02 - 0.04
Bulk density: 1.2 - 1.7 lb./cu. Ft.
Percent Volatile: Nil
Hazardous Ingredient: None
Family / Chemical name: Plastic / Aluminum / Polyethylene
Flammable Limits: N/A
Decomposition / Combustion Products: Thermal decomposition may 
include carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, aldehydes and organic vapors.

FIRE PROTECTION INFORMATION
0Flash point (foam core): Above 450 F 

Recommended extinguishing media: CO , water, Dry Chemical, Foam2

Polymerization:                    Will not occur
Stability: Stable
Toxic products which may form:  No toxicity, safe physical form

STORAGE AND REACTIVITY
Storage Conditions: Store large quantities in 
area protected by automatic sprinklers

TRANSPORTATION
Hazard classes:             None - not hazardous 
Hazard labels:                    None required
Hazard determination:             Material safety data
Size shipping container: Varies according to product ordered

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Short term exposure
Route of entry:                       Precautionary treatment
Inhalation:                                 N/A
Skin:              Wash affected area with soap and water
Eyes:              N/A
Ingestion:              Contact poison control data
Long term exposure
Carcinogen:              None
Target organ effects:              None
Other health hazards:              None known

PERSONNEL PROTECTION
Respiratory Protection:               None required
Protective clothing:               None required
Other protective measures:        None

SPILL OR LEAK PROTECTION
Steps to be taken:               N/A
Other impacts on wastewater treatment:                  None
Recommended wastewater treatment:                        N/A

RECOMMENDED WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD
Unused material:    Reuse, if possible If unavailable, incinerate or dispose                                                            
of in government approved solid waste landfill

CONTAINER LABELING
Container disposal:                  N/A
Hazardous disposal:                           N/A
Explanation of unique labeling system:                               None used

Corrective Instructions
Occasionally there may be imperfections in product that may affect appearance 
but not performance.  In the event this is encountered, the following solutions are 
advised;
(1.) If there is foam showing on one side, either tape the seam on that side when 
installed or install product with the foam side in.
(2.) If there is an edge that is delaminated, either tape the seam on that side 
when installed or install product with delaminated edge in.
(3.) If there are areas that have a delamination that cannot be installed without 
correcting this defect, the following  may be done with an iron; set the iron about 
half to three quarters temperature setting. Make a small slit with a razor knife in 
the center of the delamination and  carefully, with light pressure, iron the foil 
towards the slit, allowing trapped air to escape. When finished, cover the slit with 
a small piece of Low-E tape.

Return Policy
(1.) It is our opinion that our Distributors should handle customer problems 
directly and ESP in turn will issue a credit or replace materials to the Distributor. 
The Distributor must make available to ESP a copy of the product label or the 
information on the label [ lot#, initials, product description], samples of the defect, 
or the roll of material. Upon inspection of the defect, ESP will credit or replace 
defective material at ESP’s discretion. If a section of a roll is bad, remove the bad 
area and use the rest of the roll. Retain the bad section and label information for 
credit. If label is not available, return the bad section.
(2.) All labels on the product must be saved for verification. If label is not sent 
back with completely filled out complaint form, the complaint will not be 
acknowledged. If everything is in order on the complaint form and sheets and 
ESP requests the return of the roll, ESP will pay the shipping, however no 
material is to be returned without ESP approval.
(3.) If the customer elects to keep all the product that is considered seconds, and 
the complaint forms and labels are sent back, ESP will credit the customer for      
the difference in first quality and second quality pricing.
(4.) If the product is shipped out of the continental United States, the 
representative is totally responsible for all replacement costs and shipping 
charges of the material.
ABSOLUTELY NO SHIPPING CHARGES WILL BE ACCEPTED 
WITHOUT APPROVAL FROM ESP 

ASTM standard test method for surface burning characteristics of building. 
materials: This standard is used to measure and describe the response of 
materials, products, or assemblies to heat and flame under controlled laboratory 
conditions. ESP Low-E® products are tested within the strict standard of this test 
method. This test method is not necessarily representative of the manner in 
which the ESP Low-E® products are installed in a typical field installation. The 
numerical ratings on all ESP Low-E® insulation products or any other materials 
are not intended to reflect hazards under actual fire conditions,
Warnings:  
Aluminum is an Electrical Conductor. Please use caution when working around 
electrical sources including overhead power lines.

Local building codes shall be followed to ensure proper installation Thermal 
values for this product are defined by typical installations and are obtained in 
accordance to accepted test methods and are subject to manufacturing 
variations. They are supplied as a technical service and are subject to change 
without notice.
NOTE: If any defective or damaged material is encountered simply cut out the bad 
section and splice the remaining material together.
Procedure for making a splice: 1.   Cut a piece from another roll a little larger that the area 
to be removed. Overlay the ends of the two pieces to be spliced together. 2. Cut through 
the two pieces using a straight edge to create a common edge. 3. Butt the two edges tight 
together. 4. Tape the seam on both sides using ESP Low-E® SEAM Tape or UL 181 
approved tape if using ESP Low-E® HVAC Duct Wrap.
ESP Low-E® SEAM TAPE MUST BE CUT BEFORE APPLYING. DO NOT RIP OR 
TEAR. RIPPING OR TEARING CAN NEGATIVELY AFFECT THE ADHESIVE. 
WHEN APPLYING ESP LOW-E® SEAM TAPE, BE SURE TO USE THE SUPPLIED 
SQUEEGEE TO ENSURE THE TAPE IS PROPERLY ADHERED. WHEN USING 
TAPE TO MAKE REPAIRS, RUN TAPE PARALLEL WITH THE INSULATION. 
NEVER RUN TAPE AT AN ANGLE.
Seams that are exposed to conditioned space must be taped with ESP Low-E® SEAM 
Tape or UL 181 approved tape if using ESP Low-E® HVAC Duct Wrap.
No insulation products should be left exposed in a ceiling that is 10' high or less. Add 
Gypsum board or another type of fire wall. Consult your local building/fire codes to 
ensure that the proper material is used if this situation does ocur.
This product should not be overlapped This product should never have a foamed edge 
exposed (except Slab Shield prior to slab pour).
Never interfere with the design ventilation of the building when installing any form of 
insulation.
Never expose any insulation to any fire source.
Insulation shall be stored In a protected area. Do not let insulation come in contact with 
wet or damp concrete (except Slab Shield) at any time.
Any tears or punctures in the insulation shall be repaired by the appropriate UL 181 tape.Product Guarantee

Low-E Insulation products are guaranteed against defects  in material and 
Warning: Although ESP Low-E® Insulation Products are all ASTM fire tested and workmanship for 20 years..  Blister or bubbles in product surface will not affect 
have excellent fire ratings, it is recommended that they or any insulation material performance.  Product thickness for products with foil on both sides may vary 
should not be exposed to open flame or other ignition sources of sufficient +/-10%. All other products may vary +/-20%.
intensity during shipment, storage or installation.

Defective Material
The following criteria may be considered a defect;
(1.) 1 inch wide or more of foil delamination on the edges for more than 15 feet of 
the roll.
(2.) More than 1 inch of foam showing on 20 feet or more of a roll.
(3.) Large areas ( more than 1 square foot ) of delaminated foil.
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